We would like to thank our loyal customers, some of whom grew up with Discovery Toys products a generation ago, and welcome those who are encountering our award-winning collection for the first time. The company, over its 40 year history, has never wavered in its mission of making a difference in the lives of children.

Early childhood educator Lane Nemeth founded Discovery Toys in 1978 and believed from the get-go that a direct sales force offers the best consumer experience for reviewing top quality learning-through-play products. A DT Toy Event offers a customer experience that exceeds the one found in traditional retail as you can actually touch and play with the toys and learn about the rich benefits of our time tested treasures. Discussing a child’s specific needs and interests with a DT Educational Consultant will generate suggestions for the most appropriate products.

The company’s focus on kinesthetic, multi-sensory, child-directed toys and games is more important than ever in today’s world. Excessive electronic media, early performance pressures, and reductions in play time have produced a generation who struggle to think for themselves, to communicate with others, and to solve complex problems. Our fun developmental products offer a valuable alternative for building young minds.

Just ask your local Educational Consultant to help unlock the riches of 1) the products in this catalog and 2) your own home-based Discovery Toys business.

Thanks for supporting our 40th Anniversary! Every child is a reason to celebrate!

Jerry R. Salerno       James D. Myers
CEO Discovery Toys     CFO Discovery Toys

We are committed to making every item safe. Our products are BPA Free and meet or exceed all required safety standards for the USA and Canada. For your assurance we back our products with an unconditional satisfaction guarantee (within 30 days for books, CDs and select toys*).

Types of Play
The products in this catalog are grouped into the Types of Play that we believe can best prepare each child for success in the 21st century.

- Sensory Play: Pg. 6
- Motor Play: Pg. 10
- Construction Play: Pg. 16
- Logic Play: Pg. 22
- Make Believe Play: Pg. 27
- Artistic Play: Pg. 30
- Social Emotional Play: Pg. 32
- Family Games: Pg. 33
- Science Play: Pg. 35
- Think It Through: Pg. 37
- Language Play: Pg. 38
- Numbers Play: Pg. 42
- Books: Pg. 45

American Made

Look for the following indicators:
- exclusive = products only available from Discovery Toys.
- exclusive set = custom sets only available from Discovery Toys.
- best seller! = our top selling products.
- = number of awards won.
- List of actual awards can be found online.

Surprise the children in your life with a fun, unique birthday gift from Discovery Toys! Or perhaps a DT gift certificate, allowing them to choose their own favorite play products!

Celebrate baby’s arrival or 1st birthday with a gift set of our top selling learning toys.

Welcome to the World Gift Set
(Standard or Deluxe)
1st Birthday Gift Set
(Standard or Deluxe)
Ask your Educational Consultant for details.

Note:
Actual product colors may vary from the photos in this catalog.
As Discovery Toys products are designed to grow with the child, the useful life of the toy spans well beyond the listed age range. See listed page for each product’s specific age grading.

### 3 years
- **41** ALPHABET ACORNS
- **29** BATH BLOCKS Floating Cook Set
- **46** BIG BUG LOG
- **44** BOOMERINGS® ACTIVITY SET
- **14** BUBBLE CHOPPER
- **12** BUSY BEE BATH WORKS
- **43** BUSY BUGS
- **38** BUSY FARM
- **39** BUSY LETTERS
- **9** BZZZ OINK BINGO
- **19** CONNECTIX
- **17** DINO WORKS
- **36** EXPLORER’S SET
- **32** EXPRESS ITI BUDDY
- **34** FAMILY TALK 1 & 2
- **31** FASHION PLATE
- **29** FINGER PUPPETS - THREE LITTLE PIGS
- **29** FOLD AWAY KITCHEN
- **45** GIVE AND TAKE
- **34** GRANDPARENT TALK
- **27** HEARTBEAT M.D.
- **41** IT’S A MATCH! Level 1 & 2 Set
- **36** KIDNOCULARS®
- **13** MEASURE UP® SHOVEL
- **36** KNOODLE JR.
- **13** PRACTICE PANDA
- **18** PAPPERS
- **13** PICTURE CHARADES
- **33** PRIMITIVE PEOPLE®
- **36** SIMPLE STOPWATCH
- **31** SIMPLE TAPE MEASURE
- **27** SIMPLE TAPE MEASURE
- **40** SOUNDS LIKE PHONICSTM
- **40** TACTILE SAND
- **36** TOWER CUBES
- **45** WHERE’S THE LADYBUG?

### 4 years
- **38** AB SEAS®
- **28** AHOOY, PIRATE PETE
- **36** BODY AMAZING - BOY/GIRL
- **32** FLIP FLOP FACES
- **34** GAMES ON THE GO
- **21** GEAR IT!
- **46** HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!
- **41** IT’S A MATCH! Level 3 Math/Reading

### 5 - 7 years
- **41** ADVENTURES IN STORYLAND!
- **33** ANT COLONY
- **36** CRASHAPULT
- **34** DIGGITY DOGS™
- **44** EXACT CHANGE
- **35** EXPLORE IT! HANDHELD MICROSCOPE
- **35** EXPLORE IT! HANDHELD TELESCOPE
- **35** EXPLORE IT! NIGHT VISION LIGHT
- **33** EYE ‘N SEEK™
- **31** GEO FLAKES
- **14** GO-MO FEATHER BALL
- **14** GO-MO STAR PADDLES
- **15** HYDRO LAUNCH
- **13** IGLOO MANIA
- **44** LUMPS™
- **16** MARBLEWORKS® System
- **44** MATH KEYS
- **26** MENTAL BLOX 360°
- **26** NOAH’S GATHERING
- **44** SIMPLE STOPWATCH
- **15** SKY SPIN
- **37** THINK IT THROUGH Tile System
- **11** TRICKY FINGERS
- **33** WILD CARDZ
- **39** WIZ KIDZ
- **20** ZIP TRACK Collection

### 6 - 12 months
- **10** GO GO CATERPILLAR
- **8** HIDE INSIDE COTTAGE
- **12** PRESS ‘N SCOOT PENGUIN
- **9** RAINFALL RATTLE
- **7** SHAKE ‘N SLIDE
- **13** SPRINKLE FUN CUBE
- **7** TRY-ANGLE
- **9** Wacky wheel

### 1 year
- **19** BEGINNER BUILDER
- **25** CASTLE FUN
- **12** COLOR WHEELS
- **45** FLIP, FLAP, FLY!
- **8** FROGGY BALL
- **22** GIANT PEGBOARD®
- **10** HAMMER AWAY!
- **45** HOORAY FOR FISH!
- **42** MEASURE UP® CUPS
- **32** MY FRIENDS Puzzle
- **24** PROGRESSIVE PUZZLES
- **12** STACK, ROLL & JINGLE
- **45** STRAWBERRIES ARE RED
- **6** TANGIBALL
- **45** YAWN

### 2 years
- **29** BAKE IT!
- **21** BLOCK IT!
- **23** CASTLE MARBLEWORKS®
- **25** CATERPILLAR SHAPE SORTER
- **26** FARM FUN SORTING CUBE
- **43** HEXACUS
- **45** HOOT
- **42** MEASURE UP® POTS & SPOONS
- **25** MEMORY MOVES
- **45** MY FIRST TOUCH & TRACE - FIRST ABC
- **24** NIGHT OWL
- **30** PLACE & TRACE
- **25** TOWER CUBES

### 8 years +
- **26** BRAIN FITNESS SOLITAIRE CHESS®
- **35** EXPLORE IT! METAL DETECTOR
- **34** JISHAKU®
- **24** MOSAIC MYSTERIES
- **24** MOSAIC MYSTERIES Heirloom Edition
- **25** PENTOMINOS
- **34** RIDDLECUBE™
- **21** ROBO RACER
- **39** SPEED WIZ
- **26** TUT’S TABLET
- **40** WORD FLIP
**best seller!**

**SUPER YUMMY**
Soft and super chewy, Super Yummy is designed for baby’s natural hand-to-mouth movements with an easy-grasp handle and “can’t miss” teething knobs on all sides. Tiny fingers love turning this pliable teether so the mouth can explore all 6 uniquely textured surfaces, keeping baby engaged longer. Squeezing the top surprises with a whiff of air and soft whistle. A light vanilla scent provides additional soothing. Recommended by pediatricians for oral stimulation, teething relief & encouraging feeding.

*from birth*  
#1020 $10.00  
dt exclusive

---

**TRY-ANGLE**
Twist, turn, whirl and twirl! Loaded with activities for baby to explore, this portable, foldable hands-on play center is a world of sensory wonder. Featuring 5 sides, each with different colorful parts to observe, listen to, and manipulate. Unique folding design to grow with baby:
- Lay flat for tummy time
- Fold into triangle for sit-up play
- Stand on its side for more exploration

19.5” x 7” flat.  
*from 6 months*  
#1451 $35.00  
dt exclusive

---

**RAINBOW RIBBONS**
Soft, squishable plush ball with different textured fabrics and 18 satin tags for a variety of tactile stimulation. Shake for rattle sound. Turn ball over to see your own reflection in the mirror. Lightweight for safe toss & catch. Adjustable loop on top for portable play.

*from 3 months*  
#1990 $12.50  
dt exclusive

---

**TANGIBALL**
Tangiball’s nubby texture and squeezable design make it easy for little hands to hold. The tips of the nubs are rounded for a safer, smoother tactile experience. The shiny, translucent material attracts attention, and the pleasant vanilla scent invites closer exploration. Squishing Tangiball delights with a good whiff of air and fun whistle.

*from 12 months*  
#1340 $15.00  
dt exclusive

---

**Connect Boomerings for take-along play!**  
[Sold separately – page 8]
new FROGGY BALL
This irresistible squishable multi-sensory activity toy will keep your toddler engaged for hours, building motor strength and coordination.
from 19 months+ #1239 $12.00

best seller! RAINFALL RATTLE
Cascading bead toy.
from 9 months+ #1153 $16.00
dt exclusive

new BABY BAND
Set of 3 musical activity toys introduces the magic of music creation while building motor skills.
from birth+ #1013 $15.00

best seller! SOUNDS LIKE LEARNING!
20 quiet-time teaching tunes.
from birth+ #1951 $18.00
dt exclusive

SHAKE ‘N SLIDE
Multi-sensory activity toy.
from 6 months+ #1193 $16.50

BOOMERINGS®
24 flexible, nearly indestructible rings.
from birth+ #1100 $12.50
dt exclusive

HIDE INSIDE COTTAGE
Soft forest-themed play house, with multiple places to hide. 6 animal friends provide a variety of fun sounds. 8.5" x 7" x 5.5”.
from 9 months+ #1003 $45.00
dt exclusive

MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO
Multi-sensory take-along pal with large tummy mirror. Machine washable. 12” high.
from birth+ #1348 $25.00
dt exclusive

GROOVY FROG
Spin tummy ball for cool kaleidoscope effect.
from 3 months+ #1743 $10.00

WACKY WHEEL
Fun ferris wheel action + 4 individual animal rollers. Sticks to most high chairs.
from 6 months+ #1799 $20.00

BZZZ OINK BINGO
Players vocalize and match fun sounds. Two-sided boards for 2 levels of play.
from 3 years+ #2573 $19.00

BABY BAND
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**motor play**

**best seller!**

**HAMMER AWAY!**
Get a bang out of learning with our unique “now you see it, now you don’t” action toy. Color match the balls to the rings and push them through with your hand, graduating to the mallet. Learn object permanence, with the balls disappearing and reappearing through the boat. The mallet’s 2 striking faces provide more motor challenge. 14” x 7.25” x 7.6”.

*from 19 months+
#1433 $40.00
dk exclusive

**STACKING OWLS**
With multiple ways to connect, these 12 chunky wood figures can be stacked upright, upside down or even sideways. Chunky design provides for early success by younger stackers. Activity guide includes multiple ways to play.

*from 3 years+
#2395 $25.00
dk exclusive

**GO GO CATERPILLAR**
Press down to zoom across the floor, with whirling rainbow beads in the wheels. Chasing after Go Go builds early locomotion skills, from crawling to running. Varying the pressure applied changes the distance rolled.

*from 9 months+
#1341 $22.50

**TRICKY FINGERS**
Shake up the case, pick a card to match, and race a friend or the clock. Flip the 14 cards over and create your own patterns. 2 puzzle boxes included.

*family 7 years+
#3889 $20.00

---

**Colors Match the Balls to the Rings and Push Them Through with Your Hand, Graduating to the Mallet.**

**Special Design**
- Color matching rings
- Flag pivots to block rolling balls
- Flat face for early pounding
- Rounded face for more challenge

**Features**
- Includes Parallel Bars
- For More Challenge
- Numbered 1-12 On One Side
- For Sequential Stacking

**Great Alternative to “Finger-Friendly” Devices**
**new BUSY BEE BATH WORKS**
Create your own pipe layout in the bath. Open & close the bee valves to adjust the flow of water.
from **3 years+**
**#2775 $17.00**
dt exclusive set

---

**STACK, ROLL & JINGLE**
2-in-1 toy stacks in any order & rolls on any surface!
from **12 months+**
**#1328 $20.00**

---

**COLOR WHEELS**
Fold into different configurations & tow your favorite small toys. Fold into a triangle to learn basic color mixing. Wood, 11.5” long.
from **12 months+**
**#1129 $20.00**
dt exclusive

---

**PRESS ‘N SCOOT PENGUIN**
Press down & watch me roll!
from **9 months+**
**#1853 $16.00**

---

**PRACTICE PANDA**
Exercise a variety of basic dressing skills. Removable hooded jacket. 15.5” tall.
from **3 years+**
**#1672 $35.00**
dt exclusive

---

**MEASURE UP!® SHOVEL**
Scoop & measure snow, sand or water. Handle marked with 12 in. & 30 cm. 22” long.
from **3 years+**
**#2398 $14.00**
dt exclusive

---

**new IGLOO MANIA**
Build the igloo and then take turns removing the ice blocks without letting Parka Pete fall. 2-4 players.
from **5 years+**
**#3766 $25.00**

---

**new SPRINKLE FUN CUBE**
Fill it with water, rotate and pour. 6 differently shaped water strainers.
from **10 months+**
**#1748 $12.50**
dt exclusive

---

**OSM Kinetic Toy**
6 detachable disks rotate in an endless magical loop.
from **3 years+**
**#2478 $11.00**

---

**Tie**
**Belts**
**Buckle**
**Zipper**
**Button**
**Velcro**

---

**Stress Reliever**
Tethered disks rotate in an endless magical loop.
from **3 years+**
**#2398 $14.00**
dt exclusive

---

**SPRINKLE Fun Cube**
Fill it with water, rotate and pour. 6 differently shaped water strainers.
from **10 months+**
**#1748 $12.50**
dt exclusive

---

**PRACTICE PANDA**
Exercise a variety of basic dressing skills. Removable hooded jacket. 15.5” tall.
from **3 years+**
**#1672 $35.00**
dt exclusive

---

**IGLOO MANIA**
Build the igloo and then take turns removing the ice blocks without letting Parka Pete fall. 2-4 players.
from **5 years+**
**#3766 $25.00**

---

**SPRINKLE Fun Cube**
Fill it with water, rotate and pour. 6 differently shaped water strainers.
from **10 months+**
**#1748 $12.50**
dt exclusive

---

**Shovel**
Scoop & measure snow, sand or water. Handle marked with 12 in. & 30 cm. 22” long.
from **3 years+**
**#2398 $14.00**
dt exclusive
new STAR PADDLES
Star-shaped cover and low-bounce foam ball provide challenging outdoor fun for all levels.
FAMILY 5 years+
#3763 $20.00

FEATHER BALL*
Plays like a badminton birdie, but no racquets required. Play solo or with others. Outdoors or in a gym.
FAMILY 7 years+
#3025 $13.50

SAND WORKS*
CASTLE KIT
Build an entire royal fort! Knights & horses bring castle to life! 25 pcs.
from 3 years+
#2116 $30.00

BUBBLE CHOPPER*
Pull ripcord to fly with a stream of bubbles! 2 copters.
4 fl.oz solution.
from 3 years+
#2765 $18.00

HYDRO LAUNCH
Control the water pressure to raise & balance the rocket on a stream of water while everyone underneath gets wet. 13.5” tall.
from 5 years+
#3325 $40.00

SKY SPIN DELUXE
Pull the cord & watch it soar. Fun for all ages. 1 launcher & 4 large wings (10” diam). For outdoor use only.
from 6 years+
#3795 $25.50 (Save $2.00)

SKY SPIN WINGS
2 PACK
2 large wings.
#3567 $10.00
MARBLEWORKS® GRAND PRIX
Design your own supersized marble raceway! With 8 different exciting marble actions, each new race is just as exciting! Split your track into 2 paths, experiment with the various marble action ramps, and then rejoin onto a single track to determine the winner at the finish line. “Built to Last” DT quality. Compatible with previous Marbleworks® products.

from 5 years+
#3382 $55.00
dt exclusive

MOTOR WORKS
Take apart and rebuild these free-wheeling toys. Tools and screws compatible with all sets.

MOTOR WORKS
Tool box, electric power tool, 3 vehicles, screwdriver, extra screws. Requires 2 AA batteries, not incl.
from 4 years+
#2266 $40.00

MARBLEWORKS® ULTRA GRAND PRIX SET
Includes #3382 Marbleworks® Grand Prix + #3384 Marbleworks® Booster Pack.
#8216 $85.00 (Save $5.00) dt exclusive

MOTOR WORKS TRAIN
With manual screwdriver.
from 4 years+
#2175 $15.00

DINO WORKS TRICERATOPS
With manual screwdriver.
from 3 years+
#2046 $15.00

DINO WORKS T-REX
With manual screwdriver.
from 3 years+
#2545 $15.00

MARBLEWORKS® new
BOOSTER PACK
Add cool spiraling action to your raceway. Also includes 3 Feet, 25 Posts, 10 Marbles.
#3384 $35.00 dt exclusive

MARBLEWORKS® new
RACING UPGRADE PACK
Convert an older Marbleworks® run to a raceway.
#3386 $15.00 dt exclusive
**new POPPERS**
These open-ended connectibles suction to virtually any smooth surface and to each other. Have a blast squishing them together and popping them apart. 50 connectors in 8 different shapes. Guide with suggested builds.

**Easy To Connect!**
from 3 years+
#2999 $35.00

**Large Sized!**

**Eight Different Shapes**

Smiley Face on Every Connector

Handy Storage Jar!

**new BEGINNER BUILDER**
These open-ended jigsaw-like shapes are easy for small hands to connect. Build 2-D and 3-D designs. Builds early success for young imaginations. 40 blocks in 9 fun shapes. Guide with suggested builds. Zippered vinyl storage bag.

**Large & Lightweight!**
from 19 months+
#1897 $25.00

**best seller!**

**CONNECTIX**
This open-ended, kid-powered magnetic set inspires the imagination. 12 triangles and 18 squares in 6 colors. Easy to connect and can build 2-D and 3-D configurations. Guide with 13 designs to get you started.

**Easy To Connect!**
from 3 years+
#2309 $35.00

**Large & Lightweight!**

**Warning:** This product contains magnets.
new ZipTrack Collection

Our new & improved Zip Track features a more flexible & durable track piece, cool new road add-ons, a two-tier roadway, and a new light-up vehicle. And everything is compatible with our former Zip Track sets #3026 and #3642.

new Zip Track Deluxe
Snap & click to design your own interactive roadway. Hundreds of different configurations and color combinations. Create a double-decker track with the car-powered lift. Redirect traffic with the adjustable Y-Splitter. Turn off the lights for bonus light-up action. 2 vehicles. Includes Zip Track Set, Booster Set, and Car. Requires 2 AA batteries, not included. Over 340 pcs.
from 5 years+
#8072 $85.00 (SAVE $7.00)
dt exclusive set

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new Zip Track Booster Pack
125 track pieces, automated lift, y-splitter, swinging gate, self-clearing underpass (10 pcs), guide.
from 5 years+
#3472 $35.00
dt exclusive set

ZIP TRACK CAR
SUV (no lights). Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
#3478 $12.00

new ROBO RACER
Assemble the cool roadster with the 47 click & snap components. A few twists and turns transforms the racer into a futuristic robot. Assembly and transformation instructions incl.
from 8 years+
#4850 $15.00
dt exclusive set

GEAR IT!
Build a base, a wall or even a cube with this open-ended set. Connect the gears and set everything in motion. Made in Italy.
from 4 years+
#3897 $30.00

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK Car
SUV (no lights). Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
#3478 $12.00

new ZIP TRACK
200 track pieces, x-track, arch bridge, sharp bend, extendable bridge supports (4), risers (2), light-up SUV, guide. Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
from 5 years+
#3470 $45.00
dt exclusive set

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK Booster Pack
125 track pieces, automated lift, y-splitter, swinging gate, self-clearing underpass (10 pcs), guide.
from 5 years+
#3472 $35.00
dt exclusive set

ZIP TRACK CAR
SUV (no lights). Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
#3478 $12.00

new ZIP TRACK DELUXE
Snap & click to design your own interactive roadway. Hundreds of different configurations and color combinations. Create a double-decker track with the car-powered lift. Redirect traffic with the adjustable Y-Splitter. Turn off the lights for bonus light-up action. 2 vehicles. Includes Zip Track Set, Booster Set, and Car. Requires 2 AA batteries, not included. Over 340 pcs.
from 5 years+
#8072 $85.00 (SAVE $7.00)
dt exclusive set

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ROBO RACER
Assemble the cool roadster with the 47 click & snap components. A few twists and turns transforms the racer into a futuristic robot. Assembly and transformation instructions incl.
from 8 years+
#4850 $15.00
dt exclusive set

GEAR IT!
Build a base, a wall or even a cube with this open-ended set. Connect the gears and set everything in motion. Made in Italy.
from 4 years+
#3897 $30.00

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK
200 track pieces, x-track, arch bridge, sharp bend, extendable bridge supports (4), risers (2), light-up SUV, guide. Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
from 5 years+
#3470 $45.00
dt exclusive set

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK Booster Pack
125 track pieces, automated lift, y-splitter, swinging gate, self-clearing underpass (10 pcs), guide.
from 5 years+
#3472 $35.00
dt exclusive set

ZIP TRACK CAR
SUV (no lights). Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
#3478 $12.00

new ROBO RACER
Assemble the cool roadster with the 47 click & snap components. A few twists and turns transforms the racer into a futuristic robot. Assembly and transformation instructions incl.
from 8 years+
#4850 $15.00
dt exclusive set

GEAR IT!
Build a base, a wall or even a cube with this open-ended set. Connect the gears and set everything in motion. Made in Italy.
from 4 years+
#3897 $30.00

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK
200 track pieces, x-track, arch bridge, sharp bend, extendable bridge supports (4), risers (2), light-up SUV, guide. Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
from 5 years+
#3470 $45.00
dt exclusive set

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK Booster Pack
125 track pieces, automated lift, y-splitter, swinging gate, self-clearing underpass (10 pcs), guide.
from 5 years+
#3472 $35.00
dt exclusive set

ZIP TRACK CAR
SUV (no lights). Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
#3478 $12.00

new ROBO RACER
Assemble the cool roadster with the 47 click & snap components. A few twists and turns transforms the racer into a futuristic robot. Assembly and transformation instructions incl.
from 8 years+
#4850 $15.00
dt exclusive set

GEAR IT!
Build a base, a wall or even a cube with this open-ended set. Connect the gears and set everything in motion. Made in Italy.
from 4 years+
#3897 $30.00

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK
200 track pieces, x-track, arch bridge, sharp bend, extendable bridge supports (4), risers (2), light-up SUV, guide. Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
from 5 years+
#3470 $45.00
dt exclusive set

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK Booster Pack
125 track pieces, automated lift, y-splitter, swinging gate, self-clearing underpass (10 pcs), guide.
from 5 years+
#3472 $35.00
dt exclusive set

ZIP TRACK CAR
SUV (no lights). Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
#3478 $12.00

new ROBO RACER
Assemble the cool roadster with the 47 click & snap components. A few twists and turns transforms the racer into a futuristic robot. Assembly and transformation instructions incl.
from 8 years+
#4850 $15.00
dt exclusive set

GEAR IT!
Build a base, a wall or even a cube with this open-ended set. Connect the gears and set everything in motion. Made in Italy.
from 4 years+
#3897 $30.00

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK
200 track pieces, x-track, arch bridge, sharp bend, extendable bridge supports (4), risers (2), light-up SUV, guide. Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
from 5 years+
#3470 $45.00
dt exclusive set

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new ZIP TRACK Booster Pack
125 track pieces, automated lift, y-splitter, swinging gate, self-clearing underpass (10 pcs), guide.
from 5 years+
#3472 $35.00
dt exclusive set

ZIP TRACK CAR
SUV (no lights). Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.
#3478 $12.00

new ROBO RACER
Assemble the cool roadster with the 47 click & snap components. A few twists and turns transforms the racer into a futuristic robot. Assembly and transformation instructions incl.
from 8 years+
#4850 $15.00
dt exclusive set

GEAR IT!
Build a base, a wall or even a cube with this open-ended set. Connect the gears and set everything in motion. Made in Italy.
from 4 years+
#3897 $30.00

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
**best seller!**

**GIANT PEGBOARD®**

Our award-winning design features 25 easy-to-grasp pegs in 5 different shapes & 2-sided activity board (10.5” square). Shake the star pegs for multi-sensory fun. Learn early & advanced math concepts with 12 two-sided pattern cards.

*from 19 months+*  
#1271  $30.00  
(dt exclusive)

Flip over & learn with rubber bands (not incl.)

Translucent Star Pegs with Rattle Beads

Rubber bands not recommended for children under 3 years of age.

**best seller!**

**CASTLE MARBLEWORKS®**

Drop 3 weighted chime balls down the interchangeable tracks of this oversized marble run building system. As balls race, spin, zig-zag, disappear & reappear, learn to predict the balls’ course. Experiment with different layout options. Not compatible with Marbleworks® items. 25” x 14.5” x 10”. assembled.

*from 2 years+*  
#1756  $60.00  
(dt exclusive)

Doubles as a Castle Playset!

Flip over & learn with rubber bands (not incl.)

Hear Chime Sound as Balls Roll

Door Closes to Store Balls Inside!

**best seller!**

**PLAYFUL PATTERNS Heirloom Edition**

An early childhood hands-on learning center in a wood box. Select from the 132 wood geometric shapes in 6 basic colors to match the 34 progressively challenging designs or create your own. Images are left white so child can choose own color combinations. Box doubles as self-contained work space. Compartments allow for sorting by color, shape, or size. Includes bonus activities!

*from 4 years+*  
#2131  $40.00  
(dt exclusive)

Doubles as a Castle Playset!

Builds Early Math, Visualization & Logical Thinking Skills!

Grows with your child for many levels of discovery!

**Toddlers Years**
- Stacking/ Knocking Over
- Color Recognition/ Matching
- Shape Recognition
- Number Recognition/ Counting

**Preschool Years**
- Sorting/ Sequencing
- Pattern Recognition
- Positional Concepts
- Letter Recognition
- Creative Designs

**School Years**
- Addition/ Subtraction
- Basic Geometry
- Congruency/ Symmetry
- Measurement
- Graphing
**CATERPILLAR SHAPE SORTER**
Engage in caterpillar associations & storytelling with this versatile wood puzzle.

- **from 2 years+**
- #1111 $18.00 at exclusive

**Logic Play**

**PROGRESSIVE PUZZLES**
The perfect intro set:
- Family Pets – 4 pcs
- Zoo Friends – 6 pcs
- Sea Pals – 9 pcs.

- **from 19 months+**
- #2193 $18.00 at exclusive

**NIGHT OWL Two-Sided Puzzle**
Unique wood puzzle with twosided symmetrical pieces offers numerous color combinations. 8 pieces. 8” x 6.75”.

- **from 2 years+**
- #1087 $15.00 at exclusive

**TOWER CUBES**
Nesting cubes stack up to 30 inches & teach colors, shapes, alphabet, counting, sequencing, sizes & more.

- **from 2 years+**
- #1732 $20.00

**MOSAIC MYSTERIES**
Heirloom Edition

Recreate 50 stunning mosaic patterns of progressive difficulty or design your own from among thousands of possibilities. Many designs are in black & white, allowing you to choose the color combinations. More advanced designs provide part of the mosaic pattern, challenging you to complete the rest. Plastic tray & 100 pattern tiles. 8.5” diam.

- **from 8 years+**
- #4182 $25.00 at exclusive

**MEMORY MOVES**
11 progressive challenges + blank card. Cards store inside game board. 8” x 8” x 0.5”.

- **from 2 years+**
- #1250 $27.50 at exclusive

**CASTLE FUN**
Large easy-to-grasp knobs. A surprise castle character under each shape. All wood. 11” x 10.25”.

- **from 12 months+**
- #1016 $25.00 at exclusive

**PENTOMINOES**
12 unique shapes combine to make thousands of puzzles. Booklet with 75 progressive challenges. Handy storage bag.

- **FAMILY 8 years+**
- #4440 $18.00 at exclusive
FARM FUN SORTING CUBE
Learn shapes, colors, numbers, farm animals & more with this versatile wood activity box. Compatible with Busy Farm (sold separately page 38). 5.5” cube.
from 2 years+
#1179 $32.00

to exclusive

12 Shapes to Match

SCHOOL HOUSE PLAY TENT
Enjoy an imaginary school day with this large, easy to set up indoor play structure. Swap out replaceable learning cards or create a custom wipe-off sign. Tent zippers around pole frame for stability. Nylon storage bag. 55” x 39.5” x 39.5” assembled.
from 3 years+
#2888 $100.00
to exclusive

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Not for children under 3 years.

NOAH’S GATHERING
400 piece family puzzle with large/medium/small pieces. 26.6” x 19.25” finished.
FAMILY 6 years+
#3659 $18.00

MENTAL BLOX 360°
3-D Building Game
Build 3-D puzzles from different visual perspectives. 40 challenge cards with 3 levels. 15 shape blocks & guide.
FAMILY 5 years+
#3737 $32.00

to exclusive

10 Double-Sided Learning Cards
Double-Sided Wipe-Off Sign

TUT’S TABLET
Find the secret path to Tut’s treasure with the cryptic cube. 50 brain teaser challenges with 4 levels. FAMILY 8 years+
#4445 $22.50

KANOODLE JR.
60 solo puzzle challenges with 6 shape pieces. 3 puzzle types with progressive difficulty. Travel-ready case.
from 4 years+
#2243 $17.50

to exclusive

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Not for children under 3 years.

BRAIN FITNESS SOLITAIRE CHESS®
Using chess moves, leave 1 piece standing. 80 challenges, 4 levels.
FAMILY 8 years+
#4598 $22.00

NOAH’S GATHERING
New

Mental Blocks 360°
New

Tut’s Tablet
New

Kanoodle Jr.
New
new

REV & GO FIRE TRUCK
Rev up this kid-powered rescue truck and send it speeding towards the imaginary hot spot. Once you arrive, flip open the side doors and extend the ladder & hose towards the blaze. Good job, young fire fighter!
from 3 years+
#2378 $17.00
exclusive

FOLD AWAY KITCHEN
Sets up and snaps together in seconds, inspiring hours of imaginary role-playing. When done, raise the range and store all the kitchen gear inside! 11.3” x 11.3” x 24”.
from 3 years+
#2776 $40.00
exclusive

BATH BLOCKS Floating Cook Set
For inside & outside the tub. Mildew and bacteria resistant. Floating cook top + 8 pcs.
from 3 years+
#2301 $30.00

FINGER PUPPETS – THREE LITTLE PIGS
Bring the classic tale to life with these darling mini recreations. Wood heads, fabric bodies. Exquisitely embroidered 3-sided storage bag.
from 3 years+
#2081 $27.50

best seller!

CHANGE-THE-STORY BOOKS By Nick Sharratt
How do you want the story to go? These engaging interactive books let the reader change the story every time. Inside are 36 press-out pictures to customize your own fairy-tale adventure. Guaranteed to inspire the imagination and induce a ton of giggles.
from 4 years+
$18.00 each
exclusive

AHOY, PIRATE PETE #2277 15pp. board book.

ONCE UPON A TIME #2054 17pp. board book.

BAKE IT!
15 piece set of familiar kitchen tools and treats.
from 2 years+
#1790 $28.00

HOUSE OF BRICKS
House of Bricks

HOUSE OF STICKS
House of Sticks

HOUSE OF STRAW
House of Straw

36 Press Out Pictures

36 Press Out Pictures
new
TACTILE SAND*
Moldable sand, with the magical feel of real sand. Easy to shape, with no stickiness and no water required. It never dries out, so you can use it over & over. Easy to clean, it’s suitable for indoor play. Comes with a roller and 3 sculpting tools. Packed in a handy mini storage bucket. 28.2oz. of moldable sand.
from 3 years+
#2883 $20.00 a b

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Plays well with Place & Trace (below) and Measure Up!® Cups (pg. 42)

best seller!
PLACE & TRACE
This versatile set of 3 themed trays with 12 die cut objects is loaded with early learning. Chunky pieces designed for little hands & to stand. Includes guide with a host of fun activities.
from 2 years+
#1759 $20.00 a b exclusive

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Grows with your child for many levels of discovery!
Toddlers Years
- Color recognition
- Early puzzle play
- Fine motor skills

Preschool Years
- Object recognition
- Sorting by color/theme
- Stamping in dough
- Imaginary play
- Pattern recognition

School Years
- Tracing & stenciling
- Rubbings
- Cookie cutting
- Story telling

new
FASHION PLATE
Unique dress-up fun with wood body frame and 25 different fashionable fabric swatches. Just lift the top board and replace 1 or more swatches of your choice. Swap out the 4 magnetic heads for a different mood or hairstyle. Add your own fabrics to make accessories & other outfits. Portable vinyl storage bag.
from 3 years+
#2897 $20.00 a b exclusive

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

GEO FLAKES
Spark your creativity with this open-ended artsy set of 7 snowflake shapes that easily slot together to form just about anything your imagination can dream up. Suggested designs are included to get you started, but the sky is the limit. Handy storage jar with handle. 98 pieces.
from 5 years+
#3690 $20.00 a b

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

No Water Required
Super Sensory Feel

Interchangeable Heads

25 Fun Fabrics!

Handy Storage Jar!

Free Form Design!
**best seller!**

**FLIP FLOP FACES**
This innovative bean bag toss game adds a layer of emotional awareness onto a fun action game. Score by landing bean bag inside the bowl or flip a bowl over onto the bag. Vary the distance & layout of the bowls. For more learning fun, match the feelings on the 6 bags with expressions on the 6 bowls. 1 or more players. Multiple games. Indoors or out.

*from 4 years+

#2240 $30.00 (English Bean Bags)
#2185 $30.00 (French Bean Bags)

**EXPRESS IT! BUDDY**
This plush pal allows children to decide how it feels. 14 Velcro facial features can be combined to achieve various expressions. 32 page parent guide. 11” tall. Trilingual.

*from 3 years+

#2995 $45.00
#2996 $35.00

**MY FRIENDS PUZZLE**
Celebrate diversity with this 24 piece chunky wood puzzle. Pieces are interchangeable within each gender.

*from 19 months+

#2985 $22.00

**WILD CARDZ**
5 color-coded sets of 20 sequentially sized animals, with 9 familiar games for all ages. Memory, Go Fish, War, Speed, Spoons, Rummy & more. 100 cards.

*FAMILY 5 years+

#3695 $12.50

**PICTURE CHARADES**
No reading required! 192 illustrated cards in 4 themed decks (people/animals/indoor/outdoor), with category spinner.

*from 4 years+

#2889 $19.00

**RACCOON RUMPUS**
Match 5 costume cards to win.

*from 3 years+

#2285 $17.50

**ANT COLONY**
In this cooperative game players build an underground colony while avoiding the anteaters. 2-6 players.

*from 5 years+

#3722 $19.00

**EYE ‘N SEEK™**
A wild matching game for all ages! Race to spin your wheel and find the matching image in a window.

*FAMILY 6 ways to play! 1-6 players.

#3797 $17.00

**new**

**SEQUENCE BY ANIMAL SIZE!**
Made In USA

**new**

**PAPER PRODUCTS**
Made In CANADA
FAMILY TALK SERIES
100 conversation starters on a clip.
FAMILY 3 years+
$10.00 each
#2563 FAMILY TALK 1
#2567 FAMILY TALK 2
#2698 GRANDPARENT TALK

EXPLORE IT! COLLECTION
Engage with your environment and discover its wonders!

new
Diggity Dogs™
Collect cards from other players that match a dog’s needs to adopt it. Adopt the most dogs to win.
2-4 players.
from 5 years+
#3043 $17.50
WARNING: CHEWING Hazard; small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

new
JISHAKU®
Strategically place your magnetic stones without attracting others. Multiple game options. 2 players.
from 14 years+
#4020 $22.00
WARNING: This product contains magnets.

new
RIDDLECUBE™ The Game
Race to match the challenge card with your 3-D bendable RiddleCube. 4 players.
100 cards.
FAMILY 8 years+
#4773 $22.50

new
EXPLORE IT!
NIGHT VISION LIGHT
Equipped with a red LED to provide projected red light to see by, while allowing your eyes to remain adjusted to the dark.
Requires 3 AAA batteries, not incl. 8.6” long.
from 5 years+
#2350 $15.00

new
EXPLORE IT!
HAND HELD TELESCOPE
Equipped with optical lens for crystal clear images. Slide eyepiece tube in and out to adjust focus.
11” long when extended.
from 5 years+
#3088 $18.00

new
EXPLORE IT!
HAND HELD MICROSCOPE
Equipped with LED illumination for brighter close-up viewing. Rotate the view cylinder to adjust focus.
Requires 3 AG13/LR44 batteries, incl. 6.3” high.
from 7 years+
#3078 $18.00

new
EXPLORE IT!
METAL DETECTOR
Hand held with flashing detection lights and sound alert. Detection ring adjusts for different angles. Requires 2 AA batteries, not incl.
12.5” long.
from 8 years+
#3075 $28.00

GAMES ON THE GO!
50 games on a clip.
FAMILY 4 years+
#2351 $10.00

ENGAGE WITH YOUR ENVIRONMENT AND DISCOVER ITS WONDERS!
**Body Amazing**

Explore the key layers of the human body with this layered wood puzzle: bones, organs, muscles, skin, & body. Learn more cool body facts in the guide.

*From 4 years+

**Jumbo magnifier & tweezers**

#2203 $11.00

**Think It Through Learning Tiles**

With the Think It Through Learning Tiles hands-on learning system, children from 5 years through early Elementary School years can learn and practice skills in language arts and math at their own level and pace. The self-correcting format allows them to make mistakes without fear of embarrassment, building self-confidence and the desire to learn.

**The Fun Way to Learn!**

Answer questions by inserting the activity card and placing the 10 tiles correctly in the case.

When finished, flip the case to see if the tile pattern matches the card.

**Think It Through Learning Tiles Case**

Case to be used with the activity card sets sold below. Includes 10 number tiles.

*From 5 years+

**Think It Through Learning Tiles Card Sets**

Each card set features two sets of 25 double-sided cards with illustrated learning challenges of increasing difficulty.

*From 5 years+

**Think It Through Learning Tiles Deluxe Set**

#8673 $110.00 (Save $5.00)

**Thinking It Through Learning Tiles Card Sets**

- **Spelling Set**
  - #3091 $25.00 each
- **Reading Set**
  - #3092 $25.00 each
- **Math 1 Set**
  - #3093 $25.00 each
- **Math 2 Set**
  - #3094 $25.00 each

**New Crashapult**

Solve the included 9 catapult challenges and invent your own crazy contraptions. Adjustable catapult, target funnel, hoop target, goal cup, 2 balls.

*From 5 years+

**Simple Tape Measure**

Two-sided tape with inches & centimeters.

*From 3 years+

**Explorer’s Set**

Jumbo magnifier & tweezers.

*From 3 years+

**Simple Tape Measure**

Two-sided tape with inches & centimeters.

*From 3 years+

**Explorers Set**

Jumbo magnifier & tweezers.

*From 3 years+

**Think It Through Learning Tiles Card Sets**

- **Spelling Set**
  - #3091 $25.00 each
- **Reading Set**
  - #3092 $25.00 each
- **Math 1 Set**
  - #3093 $25.00 each
- **Math 2 Set**
  - #3094 $25.00 each

**Kidnoculars®**

The only binoculars designed specifically for little kids! 2x magnification. Breakaway neck strap.

*From 3 years+

**Simple Tape Measure**

Two-sided tape with inches & centimeters.

*From 3 years+

**Explorers Set**

Jumbo magnifier & tweezers.

*From 3 years+

**Body Amazing**

Explore the key layers of the human body with this layered wood puzzle: bones, organs, muscles, skin, & body. Learn more cool body facts in the guide.

*From 4 years+

**Jumbo magnifier & tweezers**

#2203 $11.00

**New Crashapult**

Solve the included 9 catapult challenges and invent your own crazy contraptions. Adjustable catapult, target funnel, hoop target, goal cup, 2 balls.

*From 5 years+

**Simple Tape Measure**

Two-sided tape with inches & centimeters.

*From 3 years+

**Explorers Set**

Jumbo magnifier & tweezers.

*From 3 years+

**Body Amazing**

Explore the key layers of the human body with this layered wood puzzle: bones, organs, muscles, skin, & body. Learn more cool body facts in the guide.

*From 4 years+

**Jumbo magnifier & tweezers**

#2203 $11.00

**New Crashapult**

Solve the included 9 catapult challenges and invent your own crazy contraptions. Adjustable catapult, target funnel, hoop target, goal cup, 2 balls.

*From 5 years+

**Simple Tape Measure**

Two-sided tape with inches & centimeters.

*From 3 years+

**Explorers Set**

Jumbo magnifier & tweezers.

*From 3 years+

**Body Amazing**

Explore the key layers of the human body with this layered wood puzzle: bones, organs, muscles, skin, & body. Learn more cool body facts in the guide.

*From 4 years+

**Jumbo magnifier & tweezers**

#2203 $11.00

**New Crashapult**

Solve the included 9 catapult challenges and invent your own crazy contraptions. Adjustable catapult, target funnel, hoop target, goal cup, 2 balls.

*From 5 years+

**Simple Tape Measure**

Two-sided tape with inches & centimeters.

*From 3 years+

**Explorers Set**

Jumbo magnifier & tweezers.

*From 3 years+
**Best Seller!**  
**Busy Farm**  
Boost reading readiness skills with tactile set of 36 colorful, soft-molded farm animals. 12 double-sided cards with 23 progressively challenging activities spark a series of aha moments. Place animals directly onto the cards. Activity guide with fun animal facts & even more learning! Progress to Busy Letters.  
*From 3 years+*  
#2141 $25.00  dt exclusive  
**Warning:** Choking Hazard - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

**Best Seller!**  
**AB Seas®**  
Action-packed way to learn both lowercase & uppercase letters. Fish with the magnetic poles, matching letters on the sea creatures with letters on your 2-sided game board. Guide with a variety of game variations and other activities. Includes stick-on letters for Spanish & French speaking players.  
*From 4 years+*  
#2028 $25.00  dt exclusive  
**Warning:** Choking Hazard - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.  
**Warning:** This product contains magnets.

**Best Seller!**  
**Speed Wiz**  
Cards with 4 fun categories challenge players to make associations. Multiple game variations & levels of difficulty offer fun for all ages. 97 category cards, instructions.  
**Family** 8 years+  
#3171 $12.50  dt exclusive  

**Best Seller!**  
**Wiz Kidz**  
Pick a letter card & an answer card. Think fast to generate as many associations as possible. 49 letter cards, 49 answer cards, instructions.  
**Family** 7 years+  
#4246 $12.50  dt exclusive  

**Promotes**  
- Letter recognition  
- Upper and lower case  
- Consonants & vowels  
- Letter sounds  
- Spelling  
- Word formation  
- Sight words  
- Sentences  
- Sign language  
- Shape identification  
- Visual differentiation  
- Scanning left to right  
- Matching  
- Visual associations  
- Sequencing  
- Patterns  
- Letter recognition  
- Letter sounds  
- Shape identification  
- Visual differentiation  
- Scanning left to right  
- Matching  
- Visual associations  
- Sequencing  
- Patterns  
- Letter recognition  
- Letter sounds  

**The Fun Way to Learn!**

2 Laces for Bonus Lacing Fun

An animal that lives in water

Something made of wood

M

A
An effective, hands-on self-checking learning system for preschoolers. Fun to follow illustrations. Snap the colored frames onto the answers, then pull down the tray to check results for matching colors. 2 card sets store in tray. Trilingual.

**SOUNDS LIKE PHONICS™ ON-THE-GO ABC’S**
26 sturdy two-sided cards present the phonetic alphabet with picture cue on front & 4 more fun illustrations on the back. Removable ring.

*from 3 years+*
#2355 $15.00 dt exclusive

**SOUNDS LIKE PHONICS™ MAGIC MONKEY**
Similar to Crazy Eights, players vie to match first letter sounds OR words that rhyme. 2 decks of 52 cards, 2 levels.

*from 4 years+*
#2096 $15.00 dt exclusive

**SOUNDS LIKE PHONICS™ LETTER FUN LOTTO**
The fun way to match alphabet letters & sounds! Tiles & boards are two-sided for different levels & game options.

*from 3 years+*
#2095 $23.00 dt exclusive

**ADVENTURES IN STORYLAND!**
Story-telling game. 12 scenes and over 200 cards provide endless combinations. 2+ players.

*from 5 years+*
#3714 $27.00

**IT’S A MATCH! LEARNING SYSTEM**
An effective, hands-on self-checking learning system for preschoolers. Fun to follow illustrations. Snap the colored frames onto the answers, then pull down the tray to check results for matching colors. 2 card sets store in tray. Trilingual.

**IT’S A MATCH! DELUXE SET**
Includes #2027 Level 1 & 2 Set, #2614 Level 3 Math/Reading Set
#8217 $48.00 (Save $2.00)

Also Available Individually:

**IT’S A MATCH! LEVEL 1 & 2 SET**
2 Card sets with Match Board.

*from 3 years+*
#2027 $35.00

**IT’S A MATCH! LEVEL 3 MATH/READING SET**
2 Card sets with Storage Bag.

*from 4 years+*
#2614 $15.00

**SOUNDS LIKE LEARNING!**
20 quiet-time teaching tunes with bonus alphabet chart.

*from birth+*
#1951 $18.00 dt exclusive

**NEW**
**ALPHABET ACORNS ACTIVITY SET**
Match lower-case acorn top with upper-case bottom. Find surprise object inside each acorn matching the letter sound. Activity guide, 26 acorns, 26 objects.

*from 3 years+*
#2367 $32.00

**WORD FLIP**
Reveal a letter, guess the word. Over 300 words provide varying levels of difficulty. 2-6 players.

*FAMILY 8 years+*
#3782 $22.00 dt exclusive
**MEASURE UP!® COLLECTION**
These stackable & nestable sets are uniquely designed to deliver a surprising load of creative and pre-math benefits. Spoons, cups, and pots are volumetrically correct & sequentially sized for interaction. Fill & dump, stack & nest, match & sort, mold & stamp, and more. Colors may vary.

**MEASURE UP!® CUPS**
12 progressive cups, guide with 20+ activities.

**MEASURE UP!® POTS & SPOONS**
5 progressive pots, 5 two-sided spoons, guide with 12+ activities.

**HEXACUS**

- Numbers molded on handle
- Raised ladybug mold inside spoon
- # of ladybug dots matches number
- Center of gravity indentation under handle

**HEXACUS DELUXE**
2 identical 12 piece sets + extra large hexagon, booklet.

**BUSY BUGS**
Early math concepts are much easier to comprehend with this hands-on set of 36 realistically-shaped, textured bugs. Watch the light bulb click on as children employ the buggy manipulatives to complete the 23 progressively challenging activities on double-sided cards. Place bugs directly onto the cards. Activity guide with fun bug facts & even more learning!

**HEXACUS**

- Numbers molded on handle
- Raised ladybug mold inside spoon
- # of ladybug dots matches number
- Center of gravity indentation under handle

**HEXACUS DELUXE**
2 identical 12 piece sets + extra large hexagon, booklet.

**MEASURE UP!® CUPS**
12 progressive cups, guide with 20+ activities.

**MEASURE UP!® POTS & SPOONS**
5 progressive pots, 5 two-sided spoons, guide with 12+ activities.

**HEXACUS**

- Numbers molded on handle
- Raised ladybug mold inside spoon
- # of ladybug dots matches number
- Center of gravity indentation under handle

**HEXACUS DELUXE**
2 identical 12 piece sets + extra large hexagon, booklet.

**MEASURE UP!® CUPS**
12 progressive cups, guide with 20+ activities.

**MEASURE UP!® POTS & SPOONS**
5 progressive pots, 5 two-sided spoons, guide with 12+ activities.

**HEXACUS**

- Numbers molded on handle
- Raised ladybug mold inside spoon
- # of ladybug dots matches number
- Center of gravity indentation under handle

**HEXACUS DELUXE**
2 identical 12 piece sets + extra large hexagon, booklet.
MATH KEYS SET OF 5
#8315 $22.00 (Save $3.00)

MATH KEYS
Practice on your own with these hands-on self-correcting keys. Match problem on the left to the answer on the right. Turn it over to check. Interlocked set of ten keys.
from 5 years+ #3192 $11.00

MATH KEYS - FRACTIONS #3155 $11.00
MATH KEYS - DIVISION #3190 $11.00
MATH KEYS - ADDITION #3145 $11.00

MATH KEYS - SUBTRACTION #3155 $11.00
MATH KEYS - MULTIPLICATION #3185 $11.00

EXACT CHANGE
Match color, US currency value, or coin total.
from 3 years+ #3334 $12.50

SIMPLE STOPWATCH
Only 3 buttons – go, stop & clear. 1.5V button-cell battery incl.
from 5 years+ #2456 $12.50

ALWAYS
One little elephant discovers that a parent's love is unconditional.
from birth+ #1324 $10.00

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU! new
4 instrument tunes and a full-band finale with glowing candle make this the perfect gift. Boardbook, 10 pp.
from 4 years+ #2079 $17.00

KISS GOOD NIGHT
Box Set new
from birth+ #1786 $16.00

GIVE AND TAKE new
Explore opposites by pressing out a shape and turning the page to complete a new picture. Novelty board book, 16 pp.
from 3 years+ #2031 $20.00

POP-UP THINGS THAT GO! new
from birth+ #1092 $12.00

I THOUGHT I SAW A DINOSAUR! new
Push and pull sliders to find the dinosaur hiding in every scene. Board book, 10 pp.
from birth+ #1056 $8.00

PEEKABOO BABY new
Lift the flaps to find out who is hiding behind the familiar objects. Board book, 16 pp.
from birth+ #1569 $7.00

LUMPS™
Roll pairs to score!
FAMILY 6 years+ #3198 $10.00

LUMPS
numbers play

new

books
Children become readers on the laps of their parents.
I believe that children need the freedom and time for open ended play. I consider it a necessity of childhood. Discovery Toys products promote many skills, from motor to reading. I am honored to share these wonderful learning resources with families everywhere by hosting Facebook parties. It’s easy, convenient, and rewards you with free toys!

- Katie Baker, Senior Educational Consultant

The higher your party sales...the more you earn!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHEN YOUR PARTY SALES TOTAL</th>
<th>YOU EARN FREE PRODUCTS TOTALING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$700+</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500-$699.99</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250-$499.99</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100-$249.99</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Additional 50% off TOYS - NO LIMIT*

- 4 TOYS 50% OFF*
- 3 TOYS 50% OFF*
- 2 TOYS 50% OFF*
- 1 TOY 50% OFF*

*When one or more guests book their own party, for each $200 in party sales above $700, you earn an additional 50% off product.

- Tax & delivery not included in Free Product Value.
- Free Product Value may not be used toward 50% off products.
- Host Rewards/New Educational Consultant Kit do not count towards Toy Party sales.
- Offer not available to Individual Customers, Corporate, Non-Profit and other Organizations.
- Host Offer is solely for Home & Online Party Demonstrations which consist of a Host & two or more adult guests.

Become a host, share the power of PLAY, & have FUN shopping with your FREE & HALF PRICE Host Rewards Credit!
JOIN OUR TEAM

Become part of a growing North American team that believes investing in our children is of paramount importance!

I joined the Discovery Toys family while on maternity leave and was excited to see how quickly I was able to start earning an income that allowed me to stay home with my child when my leave was over. With DT I was able to build a team and create the business and home life balance I craved. I was surprised at how many wonderful new friends I met through DT and the sense of personal fulfillment I felt. I am proud that I am enriching families’ lives with our outstanding products and helping others build their own businesses to achieve their financial and family goals.

- Christine Hyslop, Team Leader

Earn extra income & spend time with your family!

Choose your starter kit & just add

PURPOSE, PASSION & PLAY!

• Best-Selling Products
• Essential Business Tools
• Personal Website
• Earn Commission & Bonuses
• FREE Basic & Advanced Training Programs

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE DT OPPORTUNITY!

*See your Educational Consultant for current kit contents, pricing and reward programs.

For more information contact your Educational Consultant or visit discoverytoys.net
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